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Press release 

 
Centrale del Latte di Roma 

 
 
Parmalat SpA, with reference to the article published today on the newspaper Finanza e 
Mercati, in relation to its subsidiary Centrale del Latte di Roma SpA communicates: 
 
The judgment of the TAR Lazio (n. 2883/06) has not considered the fact that Parmalat 
SpA is not a party to the proceedings concerning the privatization and the sale of Centrale 
del Latte di Roma SpA, which proceedings are pending only between the Comune di 
Roma (Seller), Cirio SpA (Purchaser) and Ariete Fattoria Latte Sano SpA (Counterpart). 
 
Should the sale be declared null and void, such invalidity could not impact the subsequent 
transfers of the shares of Centrale del Latte di Roma SpA (from Cirio SpA to Eurolat SpA 
and then from Eurolat SpA to the Parmalat Group) and therefore could not affect the final 
transfer to Parmalat SpA; infact the transfer of the shares from Cirio SpA to Eurolat SpA 
took place in 1999 by means of a capital increase of Eurolat SpA and of the subsequent 
transfer to Eurolat SpA also of the shareholdings in Centrale del Latte SpA. 
Such capital increase and the subsequent transfer deed can no longer be attacked in 
order to be finally declared invalid or null and void (art. 2379-ter Italian Civil Code). 
 
Due to the fact that the share transfer from Cirio SpA to Eurolat SpA and the subsequent 
transfer from Eurolat to the Parmalat Group can no longer be questioned (reference is 
made to the transfer of the Eurolat shares and not to the Centrale del Latte shares) such 
transfer appears to be immaterial in connection with the proceedings between Comune di 
Roma, Cirio SpA and the counterpart Ariete Fattoria Latte Sano SpA (pertaining to the 
Centrale del Latte shares), proceedings which could not affect Parmalat and cannot cause 
Parmalat to transfer shares it lawfully acquired. 
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